1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

1.1. Infectious diseases and vector-borne disease transmission {#s0010}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Infectious diseases have plagued humankind since the dawn of civilization. The control and prevention of such diseases requires a detailed understanding of the intricate interactions between microbial pathogens, their human hosts, and the environments in which they are transmitted. A subset of infectious diseases that are transmitted by arthropods (e.g. ticks, mosquitoes), known as vector-borne diseases, present an added layer of complexity. Vector-borne infections are on the rise globally and include a number of deadly parasitic (e.g. malaria), viral (e.g. Dengue virus), and bacterial (e.g. Lyme disease) diseases with high burdens[@b0005], [@b0010]. The interactions that drive the transmission and progression of these diseases are complicated by the fact that the causative microorganisms not only interphase with human hosts, but also require prolonged contact with an invertebrate vector.

The dynamics of vector-borne diseases are influenced by a number of parameters. Vector competence, which is the innate ability of an arthropod to acquire, maintain, and disseminate a pathogen to a vertebrate host, depends on intrinsic factors such as vector immunity, general feeding behavior, and the microbiome[@b0015]. Meanwhile, intrinsic microbial genetics also factor into the ability of pathogens to adapt to and colonize specific arthropod vectors. On the other hand, vectorial capacity, which is a measure of the efficiency of transmission by a vector in nature, can be impacted by extrinsic and environmental parameters. These include temperature, the availability of pathogen reservoirs and vector habitat, vector lifespan, vector biting rate, and more[@b0020], [@b0025], [@b0030], [@b0035], [@b0040]. Notably, several of the above factors can be manipulated by the microbial pathogens, further confounding the web of interactions[@b0045].

From the human host perspective, the progression of disease is driven not only by intrinsic microbial factors, but also the accompanying immune response. Moreover, there is evidence to suggest that the process of adaptation to particular arthropod vectors can influence microbial pathogenicity in vertebrates. The latter may occur either through microbial genome degradation as a result of the adaptation process and/or as a result of changes in microbial transcriptomes driven by the arthropod host[@b0050], [@b0055], [@b0060].

Although our understanding of the dynamics of infectious diseases, including vector-borne diseases, continues to advance, many unknowns remain. In particular, while much progress has been made towards mechanistic understanding of specific interactions (e.g. the transmission of malaria parasites by *Anopheles* mosquitoes), fundamental questions with broad, generalizable implications remain difficult to address. For instance, how do pathogens adapt to transmission by specific vectors? Are there molecular signatures to this adaptation? Can we predict the transmissibility and/or pathogenicity of newly identified, potentially vector-borne microbes? Addressing these intriguing questions requires not only large amounts of diverse data from different vector-host-pathogen relationships, but also the ability to integrate this biological information into new knowledge.

Today, there are a growing amount of big data pertaining to vector-borne diseases available in the literature, and structured public repositories for these types of data, such as VectorBase ([[https://www.vectorbase.org/]{.ul}](https://www.vectorbase.org/){#ir005}), are expanding to include more species of interest and data modalities. In addition, data mining and machine learning approaches are already being applied to the study of many infectious diseases in ways that could be adapted to understand vector borne agents. As such, the goal of this review is to explore how data mining and machine learning may be, and in some cases already are, applied to improve understanding of complex vector-host-pathogen relationships.

1.2. Systems driven bioscience and biomedicine investigation {#s0015}
------------------------------------------------------------

The fast growth of high-throughput technologies at each level of biological organization (i.e. compound, gene, transcript, protein, cell) has provided the bioscience and biomedicine communities with many extensive datasets, leading to several computational challenges, including the systemic integration of different dataset modalities into a reliable and reproducible investigational framework. Systems bioscience and biomedicine are leading a new generation of discovery leveraging the interconnectivity and interdependence of biological processes. Each biological process, such as protein production leading a pathogenic effect, involves additional mechanisms at other systems levels, such as gene expression through Gene Regulatory Networks (GRN), as an example. The integration of datasets from these different biosystems levels poses several data science challenges, including the curse of dimensionality and missing datasets. Leveraging data mining (DM) and machine learning (ML) techniques and methods to tackle these challenges and advance integrative understanding of biological response mechanisms provides exciting new research opportunities. Before discussing the application of DM and ML to vector-host-pathogen relationships, a short overview of DM, knowledge discovery and ML is given for readers with little background in these domains.

1.3. Data mining, machine learning and knowledge discovery {#s0020}
----------------------------------------------------------

Data mining is a process that applies analysis, management and summarization of data from a large pool of information to obtain insight and discover unknown patterns or relationships in the dataset[@b0065]. It involves six steps according to the Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP- DM) of 1996. The CRISP-DM protocol is based on performing procedurals that are universally applicable for data mining methodologies[@b0065]. Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), on the other hand, involves data selection, preprocessing, transformation, mining, interpretation or evaluation, and knowledge discovery[@b0065]. Thus, KDD encompasses data mining as one of the key steps.

Machine Learning can be considered a branch of artificial intelligence that uses a general concept of inference to extract (learn) the solution to a problem from data samples[@b0070]. There are always two phases of learning in machine learning. First is the estimation of the unknown dependencies in a system from a given dataset, and second is the use of estimated dependencies to predict new outputs from the system[@b0070]. Generally, machine learning is divided into two major types, supervised and unsupervised learning.

### 1.3.1. Supervised learning {#s0025}

In supervised learning, training datasets are labeled, and the machine learns from the labels to assign unknown datasets a label upon encounter. The result is an input dataset mapped to a correct output. Therefore, the term supervised learning refers to supervision by a labeled training dataset to map the input data to a desired output. Supervised learning is further divided into tasks such as regression and classification in which different algorithms, including: Multiple Linear Regression (MLR), Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Decision Tree (DT), and Bayesian Network (BN), are applied to build a model.

### 1.3.2. Unsupervised learning {#s0030}

In unsupervised learning, there are no labels for the machine to learn from. Hence, it is up to the model to discover patterns in input datasets and group them based on certain rules or associations. Furthermore, unsupervised learning can also be divided into tasks, for example, clustering to which Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Independent Component Analysis (ICA), and k-Means (KM) are applied to make models.

### 1.3.3. Feature engineering {#s0035}

The success of data science workflows relies on feature engineering. A feature is the basic variable used to capture and represent the knowledge in data for knowledge discovery or machine learning development (e.g. the infection count is 3 on *May 2020* in *USA*, here date and location can be considered as features to analyze and predict the infection count progress/decline). As an additional example, if we assume in a natural setting that the genomic landscape of a given vector or pathogen contains a consistent pattern that can help predict transmission dynamics, a list of variables to measure the genomic landscape should be chosen. Current state of the art tools to measure genomic variables include global gene expression profiling and polymorphism typing. From these two data modalities, we can capture two different feature types: (1) gene expression from vector and pathogen before and after they interact, (2) various genomic markers from the vector and pathogen. In this context, the feature list will include the expressed genes (e.g. 30 k) and the genotypic markers (e.g. 4). The high number of features in this list makes prediction and pattern identification difficult and sometime less meaningful. Furthermore, it stands to reason that all genes from the vector cannot be involved in regulating transmission. In this case, feature engineering will be needed to identify and select/reduce (feature selection, feature reduction) this list of features to the minimal number needed to make relevant predictions. Several approaches have been implemented for diverse data modalities in order to provide data scientist with domain-specific relevant feature identification.

1.4. Strengths and weaknesses of applying data mining and machine learning {#s0040}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

DM & ML applications are revolutionizing the field of infectious diseases by contributing to early outbreak detection, surveillance, pathogenicity prediction, diagnostic tools, and more. However, these applications have both strengths and weaknesses. A particular strength is that systems bioscience is producing an abundance of data that machine learning and data mining methods can transform into novel knowledge. However, these omics data come in very heterogenic forms and modalities, creating huge challenges for their use, including the "curse of dimensionality" that pertains to big data. Additionally, problems with missing data, dataset reproducibility, rarity and class imbalance, and big data scalability are among many other challenges. These issues become constraints and cause problems for most machine learning tasks when applied to real-world approaches such as the development of clinical solutions. In turn, these constraints result in most models remaining research tools for non-clinical and academic settings that are useful only in limited ways. Nonetheless, this trend is changing and, in this review, most of the studies discussed addressed important real-world problems.

1.5. Aims of present review {#s0045}
---------------------------

In other bioscience domains, reviews are available about these strengths and challenges of machine learning applications. The two types of machine learning can be used to achieve diverse tasks depending on the discovery goal, application, and the domain of interest. In this review, we will focus on five tasks to tackle several challenges involved in understanding vector-host-pathogen interactions, while assessing the strengths and weakness of machine learning applications in this domain. These tasks include: (1) prediction - to assess the continuous trends or deterministic responses in each relationship; (2) classification -- to identify meaningful classes governing the interactions and the responses of each component in the relationship; (3) clustering -- to detect functional patterns interesting to the interaction ecosystem; (4) association rules mining / hypothesis generation -- to provide formal validation of existing hypotheses, propose new ones, and evaluate their pertinence regarding the vector-host-pathogen relationship; and (5) deep learning -- to provide a multi-level organization of different dataset modalities involved in the vector-host-pathogen systemic relationship ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Overview of Systems Bioscience (a) of vector-host-pathogen relationships (b) of Data Mining and Machine Learning processes (c) emphasizing the information flow and interwinding nature of the subject matter in relationship to tools used in the review papers.

2. Methods (PRISMA) {#s0050}
===================

2.1. PRISMA overview {#s0055}
--------------------

PRISMA workflow was adopted to design our review[@b0075] ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). PRISMA is an objective design method for literature reviews in bioscience and biomedicine. PRISMA relies on a rigorous process to improve the relevance of the selected review papers and the reproducibility of the review process. Our design allowed us to query 3 publication databases (PubMed, WoS, Mendeley), to our research questions ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}), and yielded 4408 papers related to our query ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). An additional 4 articles were added from other journals and collections not available in the initial databases (e.g. PLOS). After duplicate removal, we obtained 972 unique papers. An independent screening of papers was done by DA, and EG. Following manual screening, we retained 530 qualified papers. For example, a paper that was retrieved because it mentions "clustering", referring to a group of objects (e.g. population group) and not DM or ML methods was excluded from our list. A deeper assessment followed by group discussion allow us to select 53 papers for further review. During the review process, 32 were found relevant to our problem of interest and were approved by DA, EG, and JP (collection is publicly available at: [https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/myncbi/etienne.gnimpieba z..1/collections/59430212/public/](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/myncbi/etienne.gnimpieba+z..1/collections/59430212/public/){#ir010}). Although not all of these dealt explicitly with vector-borne pathogens, those that did not had clear implications for the study of vector-borne pathogens.Fig. 2Search workflow (PRISMA) used in article searching, retrieving, processing and inclusion/exclusion decision making.Table 1Research questions mapped to DM and ML tasks. The questions are denoted as Q0 to Q8. Q0 is the main research question involving the overall relationship, Q1 to Q8 are applied to the subtle questions in the relationship with more attention to Q1-Q3 in this review. Tasks are mapped to questions (e.g.Q0-1), which means Vector-Host-Pathogen Interaction (Q0) and use of prediction (1) tasks to answer the question (Q0).Query-IDResearch QuestionsPrediction (1)Classification (2)Clustering (3)Association Rules (4)Deep learning (5)Q0To what degree DM & ML have been applied to assess Vector-Host-Pathogen Interactions?Q0-1Q0-2Q0-3Q0-4Q0-5Q1To what degree DM & ML have been applied to assess Pathogen-Vector adaptation?Q1-1Q1-2Q1-3Q1-4Q1-5Q2To what degree DM & ML have been applied to assess Vector-Host transmission?Q2-1Q2-2Q2-3Q2-4Q2-5Q3To what degree DM & ML have been applied to assess Pathogen- Host pathogenicity?Q3-1Q3-2Q3-3Q3-4Q3-5Q4To what degree DM & ML have been applied to assess Pathogen Vector/Host immunityQ4-1Q4-2Q4-3Q4-4Q4-5Q5To what degree DM & ML have been applied to assess Pathogen Vector manipulation of transmissionQ5-1Q5-2Q5-3Q5-4Q5-5Q6To what degree DM & ML have been applied to assess Pathogen Vector/arthropod effects on pathogenicityQ6-1Q6-2Q6-3Q6-4Q6-5Q7To what degree DM & ML have been applied to assess Pathogen Vector Reservoir/Host effectsQ7-1Q7-2Q7-3Q7-4Q7-5Q8To what degree DM & ML have been applied to assess Pathogen Vector environmental effectsQ8-1Q8-2Q8-3Q8-4Q8-5Table 2Query formulation and search result count per database. Research questions denoted Q0 to Q8 and tasks denoted 1 to 5 in [table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} were formulated into searchable formatted queries and searched against PubMed, Web of Science, and Mendeley to retrieve the papers of interest. The results are recorded in this table, for example, Q1-3 means question denoted Q1 and task denoted 3 combined. In this example, the search resulted in 70 PubMed, 10 Web of science and 0 Mendeley papers retrieved.Query-IDQueryPubMedWeb of ScienceMendeley (SCOPUS)[\*](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Q0Pathogen Vector Host AND (Machine Learning OR Data Mining)603918Q1Pathogen Vector Adaptation AND (Machine Learning OR Data Mining)1210Q2Vector Host Transmission AND (Machine Learning OR Data Mining)12189Q3Pathogen Host Pathogenicity AND (Machine Learning OR Data Mining)3142011Q0-1Pathogen Vector Host AND Prediction25118539Q0-2Pathogen Vector Host interaction AND Classification AND (Learning OR Mining)10122Q0-3Pathogen Vector Host interaction AND Clustering269231Q0-4Pathogen Vector Host interaction AND Association Rule3025Q0-5Pathogen Vector Host interaction AND Deep Learning2216Q1-1Pathogen Vector Adaptation AND Prediction128179Q1-2Pathogen Vector Adaptation AND Classification AND (Learning OR Mining)300Q1-3Pathogen Vector Adaptation AND Clustering70100Q1-4Pathogen Vector Adaptation AND Association Rule000Q1-5Pathogen Vector Adaptation AND Deep Learning000Q2-1Vector Host Transmission AND Prediction55824075Q2-2Vector Host Transmission AND Classification AND (Learning OR Mining)944Q2-3Vector Host Transmission AND Clustering21223031Q2-4Vector Host Transmission AND Association rule653Q2-5Vector Host Transmission AND Deep learning011Q3-1Pathogen Host Pathogenicity AND Prediction21916158Q3-2Pathogen Host Pathogenicity AND Classification AND (Learning OR Mining)14740Q3-3Pathogen Host Pathogenicity AND Clustering545500Q3-4Pathogen Vector Pathogenicity Association Rule18012Q3-5Pathogen Host Pathogenicity AND Deep learning1130Q4Host Pathogen Immunity AND (Machine Learning OR Data Mining)112329Q5Pathogen Vector Manipulation of Transmission AND (Machine Learning OR Data Mining)110Q6Pathogen Arthropod Pathogenicity AND (Machine Learning OR Data Mining)3200Q7Reservoir Host Adaptation Transmission AND (Machine Learning OR Data Mining)100Q8Environmental Pathogen Vector Host AND (Machine Learning OR Data Mining)74225211562325[^1]

2.2. Identification of research questions {#s0060}
-----------------------------------------

In this review, we were inspired by the organization of a similar article on the investigation of air pollution using machine learning and data mining [@b0080]. Here, we undertake a rigorous effort to identify studies that used machine learning (ML) techniques and data mining (DM) methods to assess the complex web of vector-host-pathogen interactions. From the main research question, which we denoted as Q0 -- "How to assess vector-host-pathogen relationships using Data Mining and Machine Learning?", 8 subsequent research questions were formulated to integrate the systemic aspects of the problem ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}a, b). These research questions were mapped to 5 DM and ML tasks to better understand the systemic depth of ML and DM involvement in this ecosystem during the data mining and knowledge discovery processes ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}c, [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). Focusing on the 4 most pertinent, well-defined questions (Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3), we generated 20 tasks dependent questions, bringing our research question list to a total of 29 questions at 3 systemic levels. These 29 research questions were used to build our queries for database and journal searches. Based on our research questions, we crafted 8 main queries and 20 nested queries to the first 3 questions and machine learning (ML) and data mining (DM) tasks. For example, machine learning (ML) and classification form a query of "vector-host-pathogen interaction AND Classification AND (Learning OR Mining)." A full table of queries is shown below ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}).

2.3. Search process design and selection {#s0065}
----------------------------------------

To perform the actual search process, queries in [table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} were entered into the databases of PubMed, Mendeley (SCOPUS), and Web of Science (Jan/1/ 2020) one at a time to obtain journal articles, conference papers, and other publications relevant to our research questions. ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). With caution not to leave out any important articles, no date or time period constraints were applied. After a successful search, the resulting articles were manually inspected using blinded manual curation to assess their relevance to vector-host-pathogen relationships and use of data mining (DM) and machine learning (ML) techniques. For example, Q0, was manually inspected to exclude articles that did not contain application of machine learning (ML) or data mining (DM) methods on vector-host-pathogen interactions or that indirectly addressed the mentioned subject. Articles or studies that involved simple statistical analyses only were excluded. Also, manual curation was done to identify and merge overlaps resulting from searches of different databases. For instance, if articles were already indexed by PubMed, they were merged with articles from PLOS to consolidate the duplication ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}.).

2.4. Data extraction and synthesis {#s0070}
----------------------------------

After the raw data (articles) were collected from databases, the following information was extracted from each paper: (a) the study objective summary (b) the findings summary (c) the source and full reference (d) the vector-host-pathogen relationship of interest in the study (e) the machine learning, and data mining methods used to address the study objective, and (f) the data science tasks and systems biology methods leveraged. Furthermore, these annotations were tabulated and used to perform data synthesis to elucidate trends in the research landscape employing machine learning and data mining techniques in vector-host-pathogen relationship studies. The raw datasets from our paper readings were captured using Google Forms and preprocessed and analyzed using Microsoft Excel 2020 (Supplementary file S1: 10.6084/m9.figshare.12053637). The review collection is available at: [https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/myncbi/etienne.gnimpieba z..1/collections/59430212/public/](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/myncbi/etienne.gnimpieba+z..1/collections/59430212/public/){#ir015}. The raw dataset is freely available in Figshare (10.6084/m9.figshare.12053637) [@b0085].

3. Results {#s0075}
==========

3.1. Summary statistics {#s0080}
-----------------------

*PRISMA results overview:* The summary statistics provide the numbers of articles obtained from our searches of PubMed, Mendeley and Web of Science databases. The procedures in which an article or publication were excluded or included, and numbers are provided in the PRISMA flow chart in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. From the searched databases, the first initial search generated 2521, 325, and 1562 articles from PubMed, Mendeley and Web of Science, respectively ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). In addition to these, 4 articles were suggested and obtained from other sources of publication (home journals) during the review process. After blinded screening and eligibility curation, only 32 articles were included in this review ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}.). As [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}a shows, the distribution of papers increases from past to present (2012 to 2020), illustrating an increasing appreciation of ML and DM in the field of vector-host-pathogen interactions. When considering the subtopics addressed by our research questions posed above, pathogenicity (Q3) leads in the application of machine learning with 27% of papers addressing this issue, followed by transmission (Q2) with 24% and adaptation (Q1) with 17%. The 5 other questions lagged behind. However, all of the 8 questions (Q1 - Q8) were covered to some extent, showing a diverse use of data mining and machine learning in the domain ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}b).Fig. 3Paper count per year showing (a) a trend increase in MD & ML application in the study of vector-host-pathogen relationships and (b) distribution across research questions and applications of DM & ML.Table 3Overview of key papers involved in the research questions. The 32 papers are listed with their PubMed ID, a short description of the paper objective or goal (s), first authors' name, ML methods, research questions in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}, method accuracy and validations methods, as well as Data Mining key features if available.PubMed ID \[Ref\]Paper Short ObjectiveAuthorYearML TaskML Method[\*\*](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}Research Problem**SB LevelsAccuracy (%)Validation MethodDM - Key Features**29,263,245 [@b0280]Use genomics clustering to identify genomics information transfer during infectionJani M et al.2017Clustering, ClassificationQ1, Q6Epigenomics, Genomicsmultiple method comparisonreported genomics island(GI) coordinates and annotation30,744,806 [@b0175]HRMAn (Host Response to Microbe Analysis), An image analysis program to assess host protein recruitment within general cellular pathogen defense that is based on machine learning algorithms and deep learning.Fisch D et al2019Classification, DLDT, GBT, RF, CNNQ1, Q3Genomics, Transcriptomics, Cellomics (images)99.5, 92.1, 69.9expert-based cross-validation, Cohen's kappa valuesNuclei labels, Pathogen labels, Cell labels and vacuoles 1\-\--n30,579,059 [@b0140]A potential use of machine learning in prediction of health endpoints in STEC, and risk assessment of microbial infection using whole genome sequencing dataNjage PMK, et al2019PredictionRF, SVM-RLk, GBK-LBQ1, Q2, Q3Genomics, Transcriptomics, Proteomicsaccuracy of 0.75 (95% CI: 0.60, 0.86), and (Kappa = 0.72).10-fold cross validation, bootstrap subsamplesAccessory genes in amino acid sequences29,448,923 [@b0100]Distinguishing vector from non-vector to mitigate risk of tick-borne disease transmissionYang LH, et al2018Prediction, ARGBRQ1, Q2,Q3, Q5, Q6Population, Phenomics91% accuracy, ID 14 species with 80% probability of causing disease.10-fold cross-validationanatomy, life history metrics, and biomes30,871,681 [@b0150]Predict protective antigens or epitopes using data features extracted from protein sequences (Machine Learning: Random Forest, Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE), and minimum redundancy maximum relevance (mRMR))Rahman MS, et al2019PredictionRFQ1, Q3, Q4Genomics, Transcriptomicsaccuracy - sensitivity / specificity values of 78.04%, 78.99% and 77.08% − 10-fold cross-validation testing. In jackknife cross-validation, 80.03%, 80.90% and 79.16% respectively.accuracy; sensitivity and specificity, 10-fold cross-validationRelevant features31,206,514 [@b0215]Use of ML to identify high risk snail habitats as function of Schistosoma japonium infection control and eliminationXia C, et al2019PredictionRF, CTA, GBQ1, Q2, Q3, Q7, Q8Population, Other SB levelRF Model (AUC = 0.96), ensemble model (AUC = 0.89, sensitivity − 0.79 - specificity = 0.82).10 Fold Cross-Validationclimatic, environment and economic factors (very low, low, moderate, high and very high)29,738,521 [@b0145]Random forest classifier to identify Salmonella enterica strains associated with extraintestinal disease using measured burden of atypical mutations in protein coding genes across independently evolved lineages.Wheeler N. E, et al2018ClassificationTD, RFQ1, Q3, Q4Genomics, Transcriptomics100% out-of-bag classification accuracyout-of-bag classification accuracyatypical mutations in protein coding genes29,760,095 [@b0110]Predictive model based on machine learning algorithms to reliably determine malaria infection status in humans based on volatile biomarkersDe Moraes CM, et al2018Prediction, ClassificationRF, RRF, AdaBoostQ1, Q2, Q3, Q5, Q6Proteomics, Metabolomics0.95, 80, 9210 Fold cross-validation17 (4-hydroxy-4-methylpentan-2-one), multiple compounds (compound 49 , 31, 61, 5, 9, 14, 20, 38)30,416,498 [@b0170]Development of an in silico method to predict whether a protein is an effector of type IV secretion system or not based on its sequence information.Xiong Y, et al2018Prediction, ClassificationNB, KNN, LR, ERT, GBM, XGB, SVM, RF, MC-SGEQ1, Q3Transcriptomics73.2, 85.5, 87.9, 89.4, 90.5, 90.1, 90.2, 88.5, metric of F15-fold cross-validation, independent test for testing the generalization abilityPSSM-composition features30,682,021 [@b0245]This study focuses on the best way to use validated effector protein features for effector prediction using three machine learning classifiers, and compares results with those of others to obtain de novo resultsEsna Ashari Z, et al2019Classification, Prediction, ClusteringSVM, E-SVMQ2, Q3, Q4, Q5Transcriptomics, Proteomics94.05%, 93.64%, and 92.44%, for Models 1, 2, and 3, respectively.10 fold cross-validationOptimal feature set includes 15 features (i.e, coiled coil domains, hydropath, PSSM composites)31,146,762 [@b0115]Enabling rapid assessment of mosquito blood-feeding histories and vectorial capacities using Mid-infrared spectroscopy and supervised machine learning .Mwanga, E. P., et al2019Prediction, ClassificationKNN, LR, SVM, NB, RF, XGB, MLPQ1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5, Q6Proteomics, Fluxomics, Metabolomics, Cellomics, Population, PhenomicsFinal model accuracy on hold-out dataset 98.4%Stratified shuffled split cross-validationSpectra intensities above 0.11 absorbance units31,778,355 [@b0250]The article is a review of recent applications of ML in infection biology, but also discusses the advantages and drawbacks of different techniques. Example Predicting bacterial host attributes by ML using Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium genome sequencesLupolova N, et al2019Prediction, ClusteringKM, HA, HD-LDA, DL, SVM, RFQ2, Q3Genomics\~80% accuracyboth cross-validation and leave-one-outpangenome matrix of predicted proteins31,835,769 [@b0195]EpiExploreR provides tools integrating common approaches to analyze spatiotemporal data on animal diseases in Italy, including notified outbreaks, surveillance of vectors, animal movements data and remotely sensed data. EpiExploreR is addressed to scientists and researchers, including public and animal health professionals wishing to test hypotheses and explore data on surveillance activities.Savini L, et al2019Clustering, ARNetA, ClusteringQ1, Q2, Q6, Q7, Q8PopulationNANAnearly real-time data, including notified outbreaks, surveillance of vectors, animal movements and remotely sensed data;31,791,409 [@b0225]The aim of this study was to develop a model based on available observations, climatic and environmental data, and machine learning methods for the prediction of the potential seasonal ranges of Ae. albopictus in ChinaZheng, X., et al2019PredictionRTQ2, Q5, Q6, Q8Populationaccuracy − 98.4% (97.1--99.5%), and AUC − 99.1% (95.6--99.9%)10 cross-validationclimatic surface, climatic zone, and regional environmental data25,521,718 [@b0090]Understanding and determining host tropism to identify zoonotic influenza virus strains capable of crossing species barrier and infecting humans.Eng, C. L., et al2014Prediction, Classification, DLRF, KNN, NB, SVM, ANNQ1, Q2, Q3, Q5, Q6, Q7, Q8Genomics, Transcriptomics, Proteomics99.6, 97.0, 98.3, 97.4, 99.3, Final model(ACC \> 96.57; AUC \> 0.980; MCC \> 0.916)10-fold cross-validationThe top 15 features for each protein were selected for inclusion as feature vectors into the dataset for the combined prediction model.31,881,961 [@b0160]This study developed a machine learning based classification approach to identify infectious disease associated host genes by integrating sequence and protein interaction network featuresBarman, R.K., et al2019Classification, prediction, DLDNN, SVM, RF, NBQ3Genomics, Transcriptomics, Proteomicsaccuracy of 86.33% sensitivity − 85.61% specificity − 86.57%. DNN classifier accuracy − 83.33% , sensitivity − 83.1% .10-fold cross-validationPAAC_Network properties (10 features) and selected features for PAAC_Network properties (16 features)31,770,368 [@b0285]Use of a machine learning framework to determine whether viral virulence can be predicted by ecological traits, including human-to-human transmissibility, transmission routes, tissue tropisms, and host range.Brierley L, et al2019Prediction, ClassificationDT, RFQ2, Q3Genomics, Transcriptomicsmean accuracy of 89.4% ccross-validationtaxonomic family, primary tissue tropism, primary transmission route, know vector-borne transmission29,186,295 [@b0290]A state-of-the-art T4SE predictor by conducting a comprehensive performance evaluation of different machine learning algorithms along with a detailed analysis of single- and multi-feature selections.Wang, J., et al2019Prediction, Classification, ClusteringNB, KNN, LR, RF, SVM, MLPQ1, Q2, Q3Epigenomics, Genomics, Transcriptomics, Proteomics5-fold cross-validationcomplementary features generally enhance the predictive performance of T4SEs;30,385,576 [@b0095]This study took sequence data from\>500 single-stranded RNA viruses and used machine-learning algorithms to extract evolutionary signals imprinted in the virus sequence that offer information about its original hosts and if an arthropod vector, and what type, plays a part in the virus\'s natural ecology.Babayan, S. A., et al2018Prediction, Classification, ARPN, GLM, GBMQ1, Q2, Q3, Q5, Q6, Q7Genomics, Transcriptomics, Population83.5, (bagged accuracy = 97.0%)(bagged accuracy = 97.0%)genomic biases can coarsely discriminate viruses, viral codon pair and dinucleotide biases31,293,540 [@b0165]The main goal of this study is to predict a set of candidate effectors for the tick-borne pathogen Anaplasma phagocytophilum, the causative agent of anaplasmosis in humans.Esna Ashari. Z, et al2019PredictionSVM-RBF kernel, SVM-L, LRQ2, Q3Genomics, TranscriptomicsAverage 94.05, AUC (area under the curve) of 0.98, an average MCC 0.8710-fold cross-validation28,051,068 [@b0180]Development of PaPrBaG: Pathogenicity Prediction for Bacterial GenomesDeneke. Carlus, et al2017Prediction, ClassificationSVMQ3Genomics, Transcriptomics, Proteomics0.88 to 0.93.5-fold Cross-validationtrimer, monomer, dimer, tetramer, spaced words, AA Index score, codon\
frequencies, monopeptides, DNA motifs, amino acid properties and dipeptides22,285,561 [@b0185]Development of two new approaches to automatically detect whether the title or abstract of a PubMed publication contains HPI data, and extract the information about organisms and proteins involved in the interaction to build a model that can predict pathogenicityThanh Thieu, et al2012Prediction, ClassificationSVMQ3, Q4Genomics, Transcriptomics, Fluxomics7810-fold cross-validationHPI-relevant and HPI-irrelevant31,288,641 [@b0295]A Python-based standalone tool, called PyPredT6, was use to predict T6 effector proteins. A total of 873 unique features were extracted from the peptide and nucleotide sequences of the experimentally verified effector proteins.Sen R, et al2019PredictionANN, SVM, KNN, NB, RFQ2, Q3Genomics, Transcriptomics, Proteomics, LipidomicsPeptide, nucleotide sequence30,716,030 [@b0255]Developed a machine learning approach for the prediction of dengue fever severity based solely on human genome data.Davi C. et al.2019Prediction, Classification, DLSVM, ANNQ3Genomics, Phenomicsaccuracy\>86%, and sensitivity and specificity over 98% and 51%, respectively.using only genome markers29,191,515 [@b0230]This study present simulated global distribution of Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus at a 5 × 5 km spatial resolution with high-dimensional multidisciplinary datasets and machine learning methodsDing F. et al.2018PredictionSVM, GBM, RFQ2Population, Other SB levelRF (AUC) of 0.973 and 0.974, respectively, GBM (AUC of 0.971 and 0.972, respectively) and SVM (AUC of 0.963 and 0.964, respectively)statistically significant31,821,325 [@b0220]Model tick bite risk using human exposure and tick hazard predictors, represents a step forward in risk modelling by combining a well-known ensemble learning method, Random Forest, with four count data models of the (zero-inflated) Poisson family.Garcia-Marti I et al.2019Prediction, ClassificationRF, EnsembleQ2Populationstdev = 3.15)Pearson/Kendall coefficientSpecies/organism29,114,054 [@b0190]In this study combine techniques in serial block-face scanning-electron microscopy and deep-learning--based image segmentation algorithms to visualize the distribution, abundance, and interactions of Ophiocordyceps unilateralis sensu lato fungus inside the body of its manipulated host.Fredericksen MA et al.2017DLDLQ1, Q2, Q3CellomicsFor simpler stacks, the F1 score is over 96%, and for harder stacks, the F1 score is over 93% (voxel level).F1-measureImage features29,547,915 [@b0300]Developed the Bastion6: a bioinformatics approach for accurate prediction of type VI secreted effectorsWang J. et al.2018Prediction, Classification, ClusteringKM, 2L-SVM-EQ3Genomics, ProteomicsACC (\>0.91), F-value (\>0.91), MCC (\>0.83) and AUC (\>0.96). Independence test ACC (0.943), F-value (0.946), MCC (0.892) and AUC (0.976).5-fold cross-validation and independent tests and case studiesintegrated into sequence profile, evolutionary information and physicochemical property.25,113,593 [@b0235]This study aims to clarify if land use factors other than human settlements, e.g. different types of agricultural land use, water bodies and forest are associated with reported dengue cases from 2008 to 2010 in the state of Selangor, Malaysia.Cheong. YL, et al2014Hypothesis Generation/ Association RulesBRTQ2Population, Other SB level81%cross-validationland use factors and the reported dengue cases10.21203/ rs.2.15755/v1This study identifies critical climatic risk factors to predict dengue outbreaks with better accuracyNejad. FY, et al.2019Prediction, Association RulesBN, SVM, NB, DTQ2PopulationBN 92.35%, RMSE 0.2610-fold cross-validationtemperature (min, ma, average), minimum humidity and rainfall10.1109/BigDataCongress.2017.54 [@b0260]The motivation behind this study is to provide a basic framework for biologists, which is based on big data analytics and deep learning models.Huaming Chen et al.2017DLDLQ2, Q3Proteomicsprotein--protein interaction10.1109/ACCESS.2020.2971091 [@b0240]SMOPredT4SE employed combination features of series correlation pseudo amino acid composition and position-specific scoring matrix to present protein sequences, and employed support vector machines (SVM) to identifying T4SEsZihao Yan et al.2020Prediction ClassificationSVM, RF, NB, kNN, Bagging, SGD, LibD3C.Q2, Q3Proteomics95.60%5-fold cross-validationcomposed of 305 T4SEs and 610 non-T4SEs[^2]

3.2. Current use of data mining and machine learning to understand vector-host-pathogen relationships leveraging systems biology {#s0085}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 3.2.1. Q1 -- adaptation {#s0090}

Assessing the adaptation of a pathogen to colonize a particular arthropod vector/host can be challenging, due to the complexity of the systems involved and the non-deterministic aspects of many biological processes that control colonization (e.g. environmental factors). Our result show that assessment of pathogen adaptation to certain hosts/vectors using ML and DM techniques have used all 5 machine learning tasks with most interest in prediction-based methods ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}e). 15 papers that we queried studied adaptation using DM and ML tools. The authors of these used datasets from both the lab and existing databases that involved 9 out of 10 systems biology levels, but not lipidomics datasets. The biological problems tackled in these papers included the prediction of host tropism in order to identify zoonotic influenza virus strains capable of crossing species barriers and infecting humans[@b0090]. Similarly, Babayan et al. sought to predict vectors and reservoirs for RNA viruses based on evolutionary signatures in their genomes[@b0095]. Furthermore, Yang et al. proposed to distinguish vector from non-vector tick species based on a series of traits to determine risk of transmission of infections to humans using a generalized boosted regression model [@b0100]. The model used phenomics and population datasets to reach an accuracy of \~ 91%. Despite the sample size of 14 species, 10-fold cross- validation showed the model has good stability ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 4Data analysis results overview (n = 32). [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} was created with word-cloud by using (a) papers key words, (b) words contained in study objectives (c) scope in systems bioscience covered by the paper (d) and sources of the data in a study, such as databases, lab experiments, or simulations. The visibility of a word among words in their panel emphasize their appearance in a papers\' keys words, objective, or scope, and highlight a review papers\' focus.

### 3.2.2. Q2 -- transmission {#s0095}

Out of 32 papers, 22 attempted to leverage DM and ML to assess factors that influence the transmission of pathogens to new hosts ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}b, [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). Analysis of these paper shows a diverse use of ML tasks including prediction, classification, clustering, and DL methods ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}e), by covering 9 systems biology levels out of 10 including: proteomics, fluxomics, metabolomics, cellomics, population, phenomics, transcriptomics, genomics, epigenomics[@b0105] ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). Leveraging datasets from lab experiments and the literature allowed investigators to build ML models with an accuracy range of 79%--100%. Using RF, RRF, and Adaptive Boosting, De Moraes et al. proposed a predictive model to determine the malaria infection status of human patients based on volatile biomarkers. The model used proteomics and metabolomics dataset to reach an accuracy level of 80--95% with a 10-fold cross-validation [@b0110]. In addition, KNN, LR, and SVM were used to assess mosquito blood-feeding histories from multi-OMICs datasets with over 98% accuracy [@b0115]. This knowledge could in turn be useful for identifying anthropophilic species with high potential to transmit pathogens. Supplemented with automated surveillance to detect and classify known vector species based on morphological features[@b0120], [@b0125], [@b0130], [@b0135], such models could facilitate the prediction of risk of new human infections with vector-borne diseases in particular areas.

### 3.2.3. Q3 -- pathogenicity {#s0100}

The use of ML and DM to assess the how the pathogen affects the host toward the development of disease is one of the most popular applications identified in our review ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}e, [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). With 25 papers involved in this question, the community has been able to leverage all systems biology levels to provide a number of data mining processes and machine learning models to predict the pathogenicity of certain microbes and identify meaningful patterns involved in this biological process. Besides association rules mining tasks, all ML tasks have been used, with strong focus placed on prediction and classification tasks. For example, current work allows problems such as prediction of health endpoints in STEC, and risk assessment of microbial pathogenicity using whole genome sequencing data[@b0140], [@b0145], [@b0150]. These modeling approaches are able to reach an accuracy level of 60--95% and similar approaches have been used to predict the diagnosis and clinical prognosis of Dengue in human patients[@b0155] Barman, R.K., et al. also proposed a classification approach to identify infectious disease associated host genes by integrating sequence and protein interaction network features [@b0160]. More directly related to vector-borne diseases, Esna Ashari et al. used DM and ML to identify Type 4 Secretion System effectors that could be involved in the pathogenicity of the tick-borne bacterium *Anaplasma phagocytophilum*[@b0165], as has been done for non-vector-borne pathogens[@b0170], [@b0175], [@b0180].

### 3.2.4. Q4 -- immunity {#s0105}

The investigation of the level and trend of the host response is critically important to anticipating and preventing infection progress. Our research shows that DM and ML have been used to integrate large scale datasets to provide supervised prediction and pattern identification tools with an accuracy of 78--95% ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). The use of memory-based predictors such as BN (Bayesian Network) and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) emphasize the complexity of the mechanisms involved in host responses to infection[@b0110], [@b0150], [@b0160], [@b0175], [@b0185], [@b0190].

### 3.2.5. Q5-Q6 -- vector manipulation of transmission and arthropod effects on pathogenicity {#s0110}

Understanding how the change in vector affects transmission efficiency or pathogenicity following infection of a vertebrate host are intriguing questions that were less investigated in the papers we reviewed (8% papers reviewed). The broader usage of ML tasks (prediction, classification, clustering, AR, DL) may critically improve the understanding of these processes ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}b, [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}b, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}c). Brierley et al. provide a compelling example by using the random forest approach to predict the virulence of human RNA viruses based on a number of ecological factors, including the host range and transmission route[@b0095]. If applied to agents such as vector-borne bacteria, such approaches may be helpful in addressing important knowledge gaps, such as virulence factor-independent differences in the pathogenicity of *Rickettsia* and *Borrelia* species[@b0050].

### 3.2.6. Q7 -- reservoir host effects {#s0115}

Savini et al. proposed to assess reservoir dynamics in the vector-host-pathogen relationship using network analysis clustering, RF, KNN, SVM and ANN, as did Eng et al. and Babayan et al. which are discussed above[@b0090], [@b0095], [@b0195]. Savini et al. developed the EpiExploreR web application by integrating various spatiotemporal data on animal diseases in Italy, including notified outbreaks, surveillance of vectors, animal movements data and remotely sensed data. EpiExploreR is aimed at public health scientists and researchers and facilitates the exploration of complex data and the generation of new hypotheses relevant to a natural setting.

### 3.2.7. Q8 -- environmental effects {#s0120}

The effects of the environment on the various components of host-vector-pathogen relationships are extremely complex and difficult to fully address within a short review. Thus, we focused on the implications of the environment on Q1, Q2, and Q3. We identified several studies using DM and ML in combination with animal movement data, climate data[@b0200], [@b0205], [@b0210], and remotely sensed data to examine the distribution of vectors and vector-borne diseases. Methods used in these contexts included Random Forest, Classification Tree Analysis, Generalized Boosted, k-nearest neighbor (kNN), Naïve Bayes, support vector machines (SVM), and artificial neural networks (ANN). The model accuracy range was 82--97%. The problems addressed included: the identification of high risk snail habitats as a function of *Schistosoma japonicum* infection[@b0215], modelling of tick bite risk based on ecological factors[@b0220], predicting the global distribution of *Aedes* mosquitoes and the effects of seasonal changes on their range[@b0225], [@b0230] and the prediction of Dengue virus outbreak risk based on climate[@b0235], [@b0240].

3.3. Knowledge discovery in assessment of vector-host-pathogen relationships: from data to knowledge {#s0125}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From the data science perspective, the state of the art in the field should cover the entire DM and ML process ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}c). No paper identified in our review was able to cover all step in DM process, but we identified at least one paper using each step in the process (Prediction[@b0140], classification[@b0145], clustering[@b0195], association rules[@b0235], deep learning[@b0190]) ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary File S1](#s0265){ref-type="sec"}). This validates the feasibility of adopting the process to tackle important and challenging biological questions pertaining to vector-host-pathogen relationships. During our investigation, we allowed the community to also assess the quality of the state of available datasets. To achieve this goal, we adopted the FAIR (Findable Accessible Interoperable Reusable) principle, a quality assessment roadmap developed and currently used to improve bioscience dataset shareability and reproducibility. [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}c shows the distribution of the ML tasks adopted to address our research questions (Q1-Q8). Looking at the dataset specifications and key features ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}), we can observe that each ML task complementarily allows the community to extract highly valuable knowledge from specific datasets in a very restrictive context. This observation raises hope that more ML methods will be adopted in the future, but also reveals many challenges from data quality to good usage of each ML technique.Fig. 5Snapshot of data science perspective on host-pathogen interaction analysis -- from raw data to Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), the Data Mining (DM) & Machine Learning (ML) process: (a) data source, (b) dataset annotation, (c) dataset quality using FAIR principle and (d) ML method used.

### 3.3.1. Quality of data {#s0130}

The increasing need for quality data is driving the data science community toward formal approaches to assess data quality. The complexity of this task in bioscience is significant, however, several initiatives have been successfully tested, including the FAIR principle. Using that principle, we assessed the compliance (or FAIRness) of currently used datasets. The results show a very low adoption of rigorous data good practices ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}c). The FAIR principle at its core has 4 indicators:(F)-Findable dataset: this criterion checks if the dataset can be located with a persistent identifier. Out of 32 papers, 9 studies provided a URL to access their dataset. These URLs included recognized persistent dataset repositories such as Figshare or GitHub. The remaining studies fell short in allowing their datasets to be found. (A)-Accessible dataset: this criterion measures if the dataset is accessible, even when it not findable (e.g. the identifier is outdated). This criterion usually consists of providing a protocol with an alternative option to allow accessibility to datasets. From our review, only 10 papers provided accessibility protocols in their studies. (I)-Interoperable dataset: this criterion checks if a dataset is annotated enough to be used by others. For example, in our research questions, we used multiple systems biology datasets. A dataset from proteomics measurements should be annotated to emphasize the meaning of the protein values. This allow a genomics expert to use that dataset by integrating gene expression dataset values accordingly for machine learning prediction. Failing to understand that relationship will mislead the feature engineering process, compromising the dataset quality/integrity and therefore, the resulting predictive model. On this criterion, only 9 studies provided interoperable justification. (R) -- Reusable dataset: this criterion measures the ability of the community to adopt the dataset and reuse it to achieve similar goals. This is measured by author adherence to community standards for collection, processing and publishing their dataset. There is no doubt that all these published studies followed rigorous scientific protocols, but many papers fell short on reporting the data life cycle to ensure reproducibility.

### 3.3.2. Prediction decision making {#s0135}

Prediction task adoption in this review ranged from the use of simple linear regression modeling to multiple layer deep neural networks. Prediction is used in all 8 biological research problems more than any other ML task ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}e). This sometimes led to the misuse of the term. For example, few methods show good assessment of data quality and the assessment of selected features to avoid issues such as overfitting. Boosting approaches are widely used to compensate for poor dataset quality (e.g. small size, [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}d).

### 3.3.3. Classification and clustering {#s0140}

Classification and clustering ML tasks allow the community to identify meaningful patterns relevant to biological problems. This task was widely used in papers in our review across biological systems levels (e.g. genomics, transcriptomics). Even though adoption of these tasks for addressing Q5-Q8 is still poor, the lack of data availability seems to play a key role in this shortcoming ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}e). However, the two methods could be effectively extended to a clinical diagnostic problem as applied in[@b0155], where a c4.5 decision tree was used to distinguish dengue from non-dengue febrile illness.

### 3.3.4. Association rules mining {#s0145}

Association rules mining is one of the fastest growing ML tasks in bioscience and biomedicine. It allows scientists to infer new hypotheses from data and provide rational recommendation for follow-up studies. In our review, very few papers adopted this task ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}e). Savini et al. show how the use of this method can help the community to integrate multiple systems biology levels to provide a spatiotemporal assessment of a given disease[@b0195], [@b0205].

4. Discussion {#s0150}
=============

4.1. Challenges and limitations {#s0155}
-------------------------------

### 4.1.1. The curse of dimensionality with big data {#s0160}

During the review process, we identified some important challenges to the community. Among these challenges and limitations are the problems of data heterogeneity. Data pertaining to vector-host-pathogen relationships come in many forms and shapes. For example, these could be omics data [@b0140], [@b0170], environmental or clinical samples, or laboratory samples [@b0115]. While some of the surveyed articles address this issue, a number of the articles did not detail the processes they applied to solve said challenge. Only in some articles was ML applied to solve the high dimensional problem of genomics data [@b0140]. However, a lack of better solution to this problem could render models not generalizable or applicable for broadly understanding processes such as pathogenicity, transmission, and adaptation using different data modalities. Furthermore, real-world data must go through preprocessing in data mining and machine learning to normalize the data and remove unwanted or misleading information. The approach may be challenging for domain practitioners as difficulties in implementing one challenging algorithm necessary for their work may force them to use easy to implement, but less appropriate algorithms.

### 4.1.2. Missing data {#s0165}

Another challenge or limitation is that of missing data. In general, real-word data will always have some missing data points. While building a predicting model, such as one involving a vector-host-pathogen relationship, valuable but very informative data might be missing and difficult to represent. However, the aspiration of model building is to represent all aspects involved in the dataset in addressing the problem. Dealing with these missing data proved difficult and lacking in most of the articles we reviewed. Only in one of the articles [@b0145] did the authors discuss missing data. In this study, the authors marked them as "NA" and imputed. Though imputation is one way to address missing data, this could potentially cause a problem in lower quality omics datasets.

### 4.1.3. Dataset reproducibility {#s0170}

Data reproducibility is the gold standard of the data mining and machine learning domain. Thus, these considerations should not be taken lightly when conducting a study. From our review, we observed that most studies could be reproducible, with only a few exceptions. Understandably, the topics we queried are highly complicated. Still, for the sake of model usefulness, the data used to make the model should be made available and easily accessible to these who want to reproduce it. Arguably, the datasets used in the papers we reviewed met the standard, but availability was not addressed adequately. Also, the availability of the codes used in the analysis is critically important in that, without it, reproducibility would be near impossible.

### 4.1.4. Rarity and class imbalance {#s0175}

A further challenge in data mining and machine learning is that of imbalanced data or class. A real-world dataset is not always balanced. This is especially true when it comes to a domain such as vector-host-pathogen interactions, where data collection is multi-faceted and multidisciplinary data modalities are common (e.g. environmental data in map format, OMICs data in sequences format, etc.). Thought this issue was better addressed compared to the missing data issues [@b0160], [@b0170], [@b0245], it was still inadequately addressed by some of the studies identified in our review. In machine learning, imbalanced data input can hamper model performance and contribute to inaccuracy. This is further complicated by the fact that machine learning inputs are always features vectors. Representing systems level data like omics data in features vector forms is important to generate model input, however, it could also introduce class imbalance issues. For example, [@b0170] encoded a protein sequence into informative features vector to use in a model. They used Position-Specific Scoring Matrix (PSSM) to transform their sequence datasets to features vectors. However, being mindful of how they might have introduced imbalance into their datasets, the authors chose not to measure their model performance in Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (ROC) or Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC). Instead, they used the metric of F1, because in this case ROC or MCC would perform optimistically in an imbalance dataset, causing model overfitting. This was one way to handle the imbalance effect issues, and failure to resolve that problem could have resulted in misleading model accuracy.

### 4.1.5. Systems biology and big data scalability {#s0180}

While machine learning and data mining use Systems Biology (SB) generated data to solve important problems at hand, SB big data scalability becomes a limitation at the same time. In this review, most of the models present were limited by SB big data lack of scalability. For example, the model in [@b0115]and others we reviewed were not scalable. In addition, lack of scalability causes most studies to choose a small subset of data from one location or study to focus on as they cannot integrate and scale big data from geospatial, omics, or other forms of big data. This constraint makes most of the models lack generalization and instead built for one particular context or problem. For example, to study the interaction between a pathogen with \~3,000 genes and a human (with \~30,000 genes) at the genomic level, feature engineering is needed to select the most relevant subset of genes for the problem of interest (e.g. 100 genes involved in pathogenicity to host X). Once a predictive model is built from that context, the model must be flexible enough for adoption under different conditions, such as when the host gene list changes. From the systems biology perspective, it is difficult to impossible to scale big data usage without changing the required platforms or increasing the capacity of the available ones. For that reason, only a small subset of big data can be used to address a specific problem at hand, leaving out some datasets, which in turn means leaving out potentially valuable information or insight.

4.2. Future directions {#s0185}
----------------------

### 4.2.1. Knowledge discovery {#s0190}

Data mining, knowledge discovery and machine learning are presently revolutionizing every field of biology. Machine learning applications in the medical and public health industry are increasing daily and could become dominant tools in disease prediction and surveillance [@b0115]. In systems biology, machine learning is used in macromolecule structure prediction, gene networks reconstruction, tumor classification, and virtual drug discovery [@b0250]. In bacterial genomics, machine learning has been used in antibiotic resistance prediction, pathogenicity prediction, and the evaluation of host adaptation and zoonotic potential [@b0250]. Potentially, such applications could minimize labor-intensive wet lab assays such as ELISA or PCR. For example, [@b0115] used mid-infrared (MIR) spectroscopy coupled with supervised machine learning to accurately identify blood meals in the guts of mosquitos. This was done to diagnose the propensity of different female mosquitoes to take meals on humans and not other vertebrate hosts. A similar application could be extended to other vectors, such as ticks, to elucidate transmission potential.

### 4.2.2. Leveraging innovations in DM and ML {#s0195}

#### 4.2.2.1. Deep learning {#s0200}

While application of deep learning increased in other fields, i.e., image classification, it seems to be less applied towards understanding vector-host-pathogen relationships. Among the 32 articles we reviewed, 6 articles used deep learning[@b0160], [@b0175], [@b0190], [@b0250], [@b0255], [@b0260] ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}e, [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). However, the potential of deep learning applications is substantial and should be explored in this context. The ability of deep learning to work well with different types of data modalities could be of value in pathogenicity prediction, as an example. In [@b0175], image-based machine learning was used to define host-pathogen relationships by recognizing, classifying and quantifying host cellular defenses, pathogen killing, and replication with great accuracy This study represents an effective example of the use of artificial intelligence in combination with different data types to assess vector-host-pathogen relationships. Further, several aspects of deep learning were used to identify and classify arthropod vector species such as triatomine bugs and mosquitoes from morphological data[@b0120], [@b0125], [@b0130], [@b0135].

#### 4.2.2.2. Model selection {#s0205}

In data mining and machine learning, selection and evaluation of models are valuable processes in building a useful predictor or classifier. Though these processes are not reported in-depth, they are reasonably important for choosing a proper algorithm that could adequately address the problems of interest. Most of the articles in this review applied the model selection and evaluation process to help them come up with the right machine learning methods for building their models. This shows the importance of these processes in this domain and their use should be encouraged in future applications of machine learning towards predicting vector-host-pathogen relationships.

#### 4.2.2.3. Cross-validation {#s0210}

We observed different types of cross-validation methods in this review. Out of 32 articles we processed, 11 used 10-fold cross-validations, 5 used 5-cross-validation, and 1 article used both 10-fold cross-validation and one-hold-out, while 3 articles did not provide clear information on their validation methods. Because of variability and heterogeneity in the data generated by omics technologies, it is important to select a cross-validation method that takes into consideration data modality and processing and validates applicability. Therefore, in the future, cross-validation selection should be a priority when building vector-host-pathogen interaction models.

#### 4.2.2.4. Association mining {#s0215}

From this review, we observed infrequent use of association mining. However, in a field such as pathogenicity or disease prediction, application of association mining could be very productive. This is because vector-host pathogen relationships are nested interactions in which one aspect effects the other. Thus, involving association mining to produce testable hypotheses needs to be applied in future studies in this domain. For example,[@b0265] built a testable model of future Dengue incidence in the Phillipines.

#### 4.2.2.5. Class imbalance {#s0220}

Though a problem as discussed in the above sections, class imbalance can influence model performance in one direction or another. A positive imbalance will affect a model lightly. However, data are naturally skewed negatively, and this affects specificity gradually [@b0160] which in turn negatively affects model accuracy. In papers identified in this review, several articles addressed model performance on imbalance datasets well, pointing to this as a future direction in the field.

#### 4.2.2.6. Feature engineering {#s0225}

The success of machine learning models relies heavily on feature engineering. In the assessment of vector-host-pathogen relationships, data modality is variable. Hence, engineering of informative features from a variety of data is an important task. Use of unrelated features hurts the accuracy of most classifiers, whereas too many features are computationally time consuming. Striking a balance by feature engineering could save a model time and resources, especially in addressing vector-host-pathogen relationships with high dimensionality data. Therefore, the application of feature engineering in this domain is as important as building a model itself.

#### 4.2.2.7. Explanatory vs predictive ML modeling {#s0230}

The goals of explanatory and predictive ML modelling are different. Explanatory modelling looks for statistically significant relationships, whereas predictive modelling looks for associations that could be valuable in predicting future outcomes. The papers analyzed in this review could be categorized into both explanatory and predictive ML models. Many of them used a combination of algorithms to explore the input for a final model either together or individually selected based on performance. For that reason, both tasks are valuable and applicable in many ways in this field.

#### 4.2.2.8. Crowd sourcing {#s0235}

Finally, the use of crowd sourcing in the vector-host-pathogen domain could be advantageous. Crowd sourcing can fill in the gaps of missing data. It can also enable sharing of methods for big data analysis and model validation and facilitate collaboration on problems and tasks to reduce time and resources constraints. From a biomedicine point of view, it is a valuable tool of great importance and its application here is warranted. Further discussion of the in-depth uses of crowd sourcing is provided by [@b0270], [@b0275].

5. Conclusions {#s0240}
==============

In this review, we explored the concepts of data mining and machine learning as applied towards understanding vector-host-pathogen relationships such as adaptation, transmission, and pathogenicity. From the articles we reviewed, 25 (63.6%) studies involved predictive models using supervised machine learning, while 14 (9.1%, 4.6%) used unsupervised methods and deep learning. In the retrieved articles, prediction and classification were among the most dominant machine learning tasks, which were used to classify and predict relevant features that dictate interaction outcomes (e.g. pathogenicity, adaptation or transmission). Furthermore, the utility of heterogeneous data together with different methods to feature engineer or select proved valuable in many of the reviewed studies. While data mining and machine learning are being increasingly applied in many life science domains (gene networks reconstruction, tumor classification, virtual drug discovery [@b0250], and bacterial genomics), as shown in this review, they have not yet taken roots in the field of vector-borne diseases. In particular, association rules and deep learning lagged behind the other methods of DM & ML, such as classification, and prediction of pathogen vector-host relationships. A future increase in deep learning applications in the field could be valuable, especially when combined with other approaches such as feature engineering, cross-validation, model selection, and supplemented with crow-sourcing. Also, the application of association rules would increase hypothesis generation in the field and reduce the time and resources spent in doing do. In return, this will contribute to more data generated from the field, which also could increase DM & ML use in the domain. Though the application of such methods to specific problems in vector-borne diseases is still in its infancy and faces many expected issues, these approaches have great potential and should be encouraged to bring new perspectives to old problems as large, diverse systems biology datasets become available in the field.
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[^1]: Mendeley queries was augmented with ("") for source formatting requirements.

[^2]: **Notations**: ML-Machine Learning, DM-Data Mining, support vector machines (SVM), and artificial neural networks (ANN), DT:-Decision Tree, RF:-Random Forest, GBR:-Generalized Boosted Regression, NB:-Naïve Bayes, SVM:-Support Vector Machine, KNN:-k-Nearest Neighbors, KM:-k-Means, NetA:-Network Analysis, RT:-Regression Tree, DNN:-Deep Neuron Networks, PN:-Phylogenetic Neighborhood, SVM-RFB-k:-SVM-RBF kernel, ANN:-Artificial Neural Network, DL:-Deep Learning, BRT:-Boosted Regression Tree, BN:-Bayes Network, GB:- Gradient Boosting, GrB:- Generalized Boosted, AdaBoost:-Adaptive Boosting, LR:- Logistic Regression, HD-LDA:- Hierarchical Divisive and Latent Dirichlet Allocation, GBMs:- Gradient Boosting Machines, RBF-t:- RBF tree, GB-t:- gradient boosted tree, SVM-RLK:- support vector machine (radial and linear kernel), CTA:- Classification Tree Analysis, RRF:- Regularized Random Forest, E-SVM:- Ensemble of three SVM, HA:- Hierarchical Agglomerative, C:- Clustering, GLMM:- Generalized Linear Mixed Models, SVM-Lk:- SVM-L kernel, Ens:- Ensemble, 2-L-SVM-E:- two-layer SVM-based ensemble model, CNN:- deep Convolutional Neural Network, ERT:- Extremely Randomized Trees (ERT), DL:- Deep Learning, MLP:-Multilayer Perceptron, XGB:- eXtreme Gradient Boosting, MC-SGE:- Meta-Classifiers (Stacked Generalized Ensemble).
